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Smashing WordPress Themes: Making WordPress Beautiful (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Smashing WordPress Themes is all about making your WordPress site look beautiful. But, the beautiful part is a very personal thing, because we all have different preferences. So in essence, my book isn’t on Web design, but rather about giving you, dear reader, the tools to build the kind of site that you want to create, using WordPress...
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Social Media Commerce For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Capture customers and sales with social media commerce


	Social media commerce is a booming industry. By using social networks in the context of e-commerce transactions, brands large and small are making their products more available and more convenient for customers. This one-of-a-kind guide introduces you to social media...
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e-Learning and Social Networking Handbook: Resources for Higher EducationRoutledge, 2008

	Student engagement with digital learning resources and online social networking are strong forces in education today. How can these resources best be utilized by educators and course designers in higher education? This book aims to provide the reader with enough background information to appreciate the value of social networking, especially...
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C Programming - A Beginner's CourseCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2008

	Comments posted online for C Programming – A Beginner's Course: "The text does a great job of explaining concepts and the examples are pretty good." "It covers a lot of ideas and concepts that are left out of the other beginner books." "This book does such a good job at explaining the fundamentals of the...
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Tkinter GUI Programming by Example: Learn to create modern GUIs using Tkinter by building real-world projects in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Python and its de facto GUI framework to build highly interactive interfaces

	
		Key Features

		
			The fundamentals of Python and GUI programming with Tkinter.
	
			Create multiple cross-platform projects by integrating a host of third-party libraries and...
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Sams Teach Yourself Sap R/3 in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 1999
Sams Teach Yourself SAP R/3 in 10 Minutes covers general tasks including basic navigation skills, working with master data, and running reports. With timesaving tips, plain english definitions, panic button advice, and easy-to-follow tutorials that can be completed in 10 minutes or less, you will be immediately...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Excel 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Excel 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...
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The Avid Handbook: Advanced Techniques, Strategies, and Survival Information for Avid Editing Systems, 5th EditionFocal Press, 2008
"The Avid Handbook has always been an useful supplement to Avid's own excellent manuals. Greg Staten's latest edition introduces readers to the inner workings, tips, tricks and hidden techniques behind Avid's newly updated Media Composer 3.0 software. Avid's manuals can teach you the right buttons to push, but Staten takes you further into the...
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Chart Your Way To Profits: The Online Trader's Guide to Technical Analysis (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
One of my favorite photographs was taken by my wife on our honeymoon. We were on the second leg of our trip, the first of which was in Dubrovnik, Croatia (part of the former Yugoslavia), and the second in central Italy. The photo shows me in bed, apparently asleep. The title of the book I am holding across my chest is clearly legible: Technical...
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The Art of the Data Center: A Look Inside the World's Most Innovative and Compelling Computing EnvironmentsPrentice Hall, 2012

	Today, data centers are the beating hearts of the companies they serve. Data centers process billions of Internet transactions every day. It's therefore critical for companies and IT organizations to understand the state-of-the-art in data center design. Narrow aspects - such as cooling, wiring, or power usage - are often the subject of...
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Think Like Zuck: The Five Business Secrets of Facebook's Improbably Brilliant CEO Mark ZuckerbergMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	Wall Street Journal Bestseller


	Make Your Mark in the World with the Five Success Principles of the World-Changing Social Media Site


	If Facebook were a country, it would be the third largest in the world.

	Facebook accounts for one of every seven minutes spent online.
...
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AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide: Specialty ExamSybex, 2018

	The official study guide for the AWS certification specialty exam


	The AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide – Specialty Exam helps to ensure your preparation for the AWS Certified Advanced Networking – Specialty Exam. Expert review of AWS fundamentals align with the exam objectives,...
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